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SENATE MEETING
MONDAY, DECEMBER 5, 2011
SPEAKER: VICE PRESIDENT, MAEGAN COOLEY
Table Tennis->
-Each senator went around and shared their name and an Interesting fact!
-In January, senators will make “table tents,” which will present their names/club names
->Club Updates->Talked about what clubs did throughout this semester
->CAR
-Primarily got organized, and plans to start the ground running next semester
-> Jackie
Lambda Pi Eta
RHA->
-Annual Tree Lighting
-Conference in Wyoming->where they learned new advertising techniques
Ramblers->Planned for their spring show

tri-Beta st.judes at mines
planned, starting individual program
NCIS->
Washer and Dryer Ad Hoc
->Meeting with Marie
->Discussion about size to take place
, whether or not to construct and new space or remodel the current spots
Pre-Pharm
Visited schools
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Father woody wrap party
Poetry Club
Open Mike with P&J Club at
writing wkshops
personal poetry shows
2nd year
program for next semester
Active Minds
Love Jump, bouncy castle on the quad
Oasis, co-programming with Choices
community clean-up
BSA-Sidelines->planning to get people engaged
ADD->Project Cure, Race for the Cure
Speakers from various schools->Med, PT…pre-med day at UCD
Pre-Law->Just started
20 members
pre-law minor program
get people ready
LSAT-practices
, full test in the spring
Ad-Hocs
Swap-meet
Gathering farmers
And small companies
Hand-Dryers
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researching hand-dryers
Black-Box ->Dead
Bike Safety
->Looking for spacing and adding lights to current spaces
Walker’s Pub
Looking for different types of machines to go into…
bon appétit-> food providers
Jackie-> Self-Functioning bike to charge gadgets within the fitness center may be implementing in
January
UV Filters->fountain adapters
Gianna!->
Article 8: Election Committee ->
Article 8, section 1: incoming rusga officers, report to duty
Article 8, Adding amendment
proposal->
repeals-> adds what a
repeal is…
1. yes-22, no-0
2. 22, 0
3. 22, 0
4. 22,0
5. 22,0
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